
 

How we found a white dwarf – a stellar
corpse – by accident

April 30 2019, by Jonti Horner And Stephen Kane

  
 

  

Searching for planets around nearby stars is like searching for a needle in a field
of haystacks. Credit: Trevor Dobson/Flikr, CC BY-ND

One of the great things about science is that, when you start to observe a
new object in space, you can never be sure quite what you'll find.

We received a fantastic reminder of this during observations designed to
check whether nearby stars had planetary companions. Our observations
confirmed the discovery of a couple of planets, but also yielded an
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unexpected surprise.

Buried among our candidates was the corpse of a star – a white dwarf – a
discovery we announced this month in the Astrophysical Journal.

The search for stellar wobbles

Our story begins with a survey called the Anglo-Australian Planet Search
(AAPS), which spent 17 years looking for alien worlds using the
3.9-metre Anglo-Australian Telescope at Siding Spring Observatory in
New South Wales.

We often say a planet orbits a star (Earth orbits the Sun, for example),
but the truth is slightly more complicated. Instead, the two orbit around
their common centre of mass. As a result, a star that hosts a planet will
wobble, rocking back and forth over time.

Radial velocity surveys search for planets by attempting to detect that
telltale wobble. Over its lifetime, the AAPS discovered more than 40
planets in this manner.

But it is almost certain that more planets remained undiscovered in the
AAPS data. So we began searching for those hidden worlds.

In several cases we found stars that exhibited distinct signs of a wobble,
but for which less than a full orbit had been completed. Without
observing a full orbit, we don't know whether the companions causing
the wobble are planets, or other stars.
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http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/W/White+Dwarf
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab0e74
http://newt.phys.unsw.edu.au/~cgt/planet/AAPS_Home.html
https://www.aao.gov.au/about-us/anglo-australian-telescope
https://www.sidingspringobservatory.com.au/


 

  

The Anglo-Australian Telescope, at Siding Spring Observatory, offers
spectacular views of the southern sky. Credit: Jonti Horner, Author provided

So how can we work out what we've found?

Direct imaging – a new trick

We identified 21 stars around which there could be a planet, but to be
sure, we needed more data. Unfortunately, the AAPS had ended, so we
needed to do something innovative.

For each of our stars, there were two possibilities: either the wobble is
caused by a planet, or by something bigger (such as a brown dwarf or an
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http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/cosmic_classroom/cosmic_reference/brown_dwarfs.html
https://www.atnf.csiro.au/outreach/education/senior/astrophysics/binary_types.html


 

unseen stellar companion).

Recent advances in astronomical imaging techniques mean we can now
use the world's largest telescopes to look at nearby stars and see objects
very close to them – closer than has ever been possible before.

We used the 8.1m Gemini-South telescope in Chile to obtain high-
resolution images of our target stars, to see whether we could see any
previously hidden companions.

Despite the power of the technique, any planets around our targets would
remain invisible. But if the observed wobbles were caused by more
massive objects, we should be able to see those objects and hence rule
out the planetary hypothesis.

The peculiar case of HD 118473

For 20 of our targets, things went as we expected. In some cases, we
detected a previously undiscovered stellar companion. In others, we
could rule out massive companions, giving us confidence in the presence
of planets around those stars.

But for one star, things got weird. On the basis of the wobble data, we
knew that the lowest possible mass the companion could have is around
0.44 times the mass of the Sun. That's much too massive to be a planet.

With that much mass, we would expect the companion to be a star,
fainter and cooler than the Sun, but easily visible with Gemini-South.

But when we looked at our images, no companion star was visible.

A macabre twist
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https://www.atnf.csiro.au/outreach/education/senior/astrophysics/binary_types.html
https://phys.org/tags/nearby+stars/
https://www.gemini.edu/sciops/telescopes-and-sites
https://phys.org/tags/planets/
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/outthere/2017/08/04/how-big-is-the-biggest-possible-planet/
https://slate.com/technology/2014/06/the-brown-dwarf-limit-astronomers-have-found-the-smallest-star-known.html


 

The radial velocity data is clear – there is a massive companion orbiting
HD118473, causing that star to wobble back and forth with a period of
5.67 years.

But it can't be a planet (it's far too massive), and it can't be a star (we'd
be able to see it). So what could it be?

The answer comes down to the way stars live and die.

Vast as stars are, their supply of fuel is not unlimited. Eventually the fuel
runs out and the end of the star's life is imminent. The more massive the
star, the more spectacular that end will be.

A star like the Sun will eventually swell to become a red giant, then will
puff off its outer layers, creating a spectacular planetary nebula, and
leaving behind a glowing ember – its core, bare and exposed to space.
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Artist’s impression of Sirius B, the closest known white dwarf. Credit: NASA,
ESA and G. Bacon (STScI)

That core is a white dwarf – around the size of Earth, but with the mass
of a star. Tiny, compared with the star from which it came, the white
dwarf gradually cools and fades to obscurity over billions of years.

More massive stars die violently – as supernovae that outshine whole
galaxies. But they also leave behind corpses that are faint and hard to
spot. Neutron stars – the size of a city, but with a mass greater than the
Sun – and black holes – tiny and invisible, except when they're
devouring something.
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http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/W/White+Dwarf
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/s/supernova
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/n/neutron+star
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/B/Black+Hole


 

All this brings us back to our hidden companion to HD118473 – the
mass of a star, but too faint to see. What could it be?

An unexpected ancient relic

By far the most likely answer is that the hidden companion is a white
dwarf. In the distant past, HD118473 was a binary star with the two
components shining bright as they orbited their common centre of mass.

For a few billion years, nothing changed, until the more massive of the 
stars reached the end of its life. It swelled to become a red giant then
shed its outer layers, leaving behind a white dwarf, too dim for us to
detect.

The white dwarf's companion continues through space as we speak, still
whirling in a celestial waltz with what remains of its companion. A dim,
hidden relic to deceive exoplanet hunters, and a reminder of how science
always has another surprise waiting around the corner.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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